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Martin Murphy has enjoyed a varied life which 

began with him running away from home to join 

the Army. Martin initially served in the Far East 

which led to many opportunities for adventure, 

including exploring and climbing in the Himalayas, 

New Zealand, Fiji and learning how to thrive in the 

jungles of Brunei where he trained with the 

Special Air Service. This experience convinced 

him to later become a member of the elite UK 

Special Forces.  

 

He then went on to become an international 

trouble-shooter. A role that gave him plenty of 

experience of designing, developing and leading engaged teams worldwide whose 

aim was to effectively combat terrorism and narcotics smuggling. His diverse career 

has also seen him train members of the police, foreign intelligence officers and security 

teams who work in volatile and high-pressure environments. 

 

Martin then took a change of direction, firstly by going back to education to gain a BSc 

in Environmental studies. This experience triggered a thirst for learning and a deep 

interest in psychology, behaviour and he’s qualified in Sports Psychology, as an 

Executive Coach, a Meditation instructor, NLP Master Practitioner, Hypnotherapist, 

Close-Quarter Combat Instructor, and a Firewalking instructor. Primarily this was to 

help him make sense of his own dysfunctional childhood, but later Martin applied the 

learning and experience to leadership, teamwork and peak-performance psychology. 

He is the eternal white-belt and definitely a specialist generalist. 

 

Martin has packaged all this valuable and easily transferable knowledge into a 

published book; ‘From Mercenaries to Missionaries – Designing, Developing and 

Leading High Performing Teams in your Growing Business’. which has regularly 

attracted 5-star reviews on Amazon. 
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The Association of Executive Coaches reviewed 

Martin’s book thus: 

 

“From Mercenaries to Missionaries is bursting with 

digestible content, boasts a wealth of top tips and is 

packed with wise observations and guidance for 

ways of improving an individual’s leadership style 

and people management prowess. If you are 

interested in leadership, looking to grow your 

business or want to develop the team around you, 

this should be top of your reading list.” 

 

Martin has worked across many sectors internationally including healthcare, 

education, financial, technology, security, Government and Military Intelligence.  

 

These days he focuses his skills on helping 

entrepreneurs, executives and managers 

evolve into effective leaders and groups into 

agile, creative and enterprising teams. He 

designs and facilitates retreats in the 

countryside, coaches internationally and 

designs bespoke in-house and outdoor 

learning experiences for clients. 

 

Martin is currently working on his next book. 

When he’s not working, Martin can usually be 

found in the hills and countryside often 

surrounded by horses with his family and 

Labrador Mac.  
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